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MINO
MINO is a small, lightweight accessory carabiner ideal for hanging accessories on your harness. It is ergonomic and easy
to use, even with gloves. MINO is sold individually or with two additional accessories (CAPTIV-type anti-rotation bar and
LOCK-type locking bar).

  

MINO is ideal for hanging
accessories on the harness,
such as the TOOLBAG tool
pouch.

The interior is designed with a
smooth surface, allowing the
accessory carabiner to rotate
more easily.

MINO can be used with one or
two accessories: anti-rotation
bar like the CAPTIV and/or
locking bar like the LOCK.

 

Universe Professional 

Type Verticality 

Category Packs and accessories 

Subcategory Accessories 
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Short Description Non-PPE accessory carabiner

Selling Points • Multiple uses:
- Ideal for hanging accessories on the harness, such as gloves, a TOOLBAG pouch, or small pieces of equipment 
- Can also be used to connect a chest strap to a mechanical Prusik when using SRT/SRS for tree care
• Ergonomic and easy to use: 
- Oval shape allows for better positioning and offers a better grip
- Interior designed with a smooth surface, allowing the accessory carabiner to rotate more easily
- Keylock system helps avoid any involuntary snagging
- Can be used while wearing gloves
• Two available accessories:
- Bar, like the CAPTIV, limiting the risk of rotation
- Gate locking accessory, like the LOCK, preventing it from accidentally opening
- The two accessories can be used at the same time if necessary
- Sold individually or with the accessories

This product is not PPE (Personal Protective Equipment).

Specification • Strength: 400kg
• Gate opening: 13mm
• Weight: 11g
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Specifications by reference

Reference(s) M007AA00 M007BA00

 

No accessory With accessories
Material(s) Aluminum Aluminum, plastic
Made in TW TW
Guarantee 3 years 3 years
Inner Pack Count 1 1
Quantity Per Box 100 100
EAN 3342540842212 3342540842229
 

Related product(s) CORDEX
CORDEX PLUS
TOOLBAG 1.5
TOOLBAG 3
TOOLBAG 6
BOLTBAG
SPATHA


